
KITCHEN SINK
Stainless Steel | 122.0573.290
FAMILY : Sinks |  FINISH : Stainless Steel |  INSTALLATION TYPE : Undermount |  SERIES : Orca 2 |  MODEL : OR2X110-CA

Orca 2.0 offers the size advantage of a commercial sink with a modern design that is at home in today’s luxury kitchen Complete
your workstation by adding a solid wood cutting board, a stainless steel colander and a roller mat to make every meal you prepare
effortless.

FEATURES

Flat and Easy: The removable drain cover conceals the drain for a seamless flat bowl surface, so you can clean the inside of
your sink as easily as you would wipe a table.
Double Bowl-in-One: Get the benefit of having a double bowl sink with the shelf grid roller mat (sold separately). The grid
allows the sink to have one side with a raised work surface and the other side open, providing two separate work areas.
Deep Capacity Bowl: A large deep bowl makes it easy to clean large cookware items and minimizes splashing, offering the
form and function you expect from your sink.
Undermount Installation: Fitted underneath the counter, it gives an edgeless finish that is easy to clean.

TECHNICAL DATA

Cabinet Size 33''

Waste Outlet Diameter 3 1/2''

Length overall 30 11/16''

Width overall 20 1/16''

Length of large bowl 29 1/2''

Width of large bowl 18 7/8''

Depth of large bowl 9 1/16''

Cutout Length 29 1/2''

Cutout Width 18 7/8''

Type of Material 18 Gauge Stainless Steel

Cut-Out Template Yes

Number of Bowls 1

Waste Kit Included Yes

Integral Ledge Yes

Faucet Hole None

Model Name OR2X110-CA
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